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Welcome
Don Valley: English triumph
91% achieved grade 4 or above, 
81% grade 5+ and 31% grade 
7+. Progress in English Language 
was +0.81, so the department 
had plenty to celebrate.
In Maths, 71% achieved 4+ and 
49% 5+.
It meant the combined scores 
were 68% 4+ and 45% 5+.
It is estimated BTEC Sport 
recorded +2.18 progress, the 
best performance across the 
Academy, with the equivalent of 
100% 4+, 85% 5+ and 61% 7+.
Principal Hannah Thornton was 
“absolutely delighted” for the 
students.
“Their results reflect a great deal 
of hard work from all involved,” 
she said. 

Incredible English results at Don Valley Academy were achieved 
by students at Don Valley Academy.

Maths saw 66% hit the mark 
while in English it was 76%.
Principal Kion Nikoumaram 
reported other outstanding 
results across the Academy. 
Biology’s progress was +0.95, Art 
(Textiles) +1.18, Art (Photography) 
+1.58, and Sport Science +1.57.
Kion said: “We are really proud of 
the results of all of our students 
which are testament to the hard 
work that students and staff have 
put in. 
It was an absolute pleasure 
to work with this cohort and 
they thoroughly deserved the 
outstanding outcomes achieved. 
Students performed extremely 
well across all subjects. A special 
mention to the above subjects 
where students significantly 
outperformed national average. 
Another special mention to 
English where 29 students 
gained a grade 8 or 9. 
Our English and Maths Directors 
were a constant support 
throughout the year and made 
a huge contribution to the 
outcomes in both subjects.”

Manor Croft: Terrific results

Those with outstanding 
achievement included:
James: 9s in English Language, 
English Literature, Maths, 
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, 
French, History, Geography, and 
Further Maths; D*2 in Music.
Hashir: 9s in English Language, 
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Principal Johnathon Hodgson 
said they were “very proud” 
because of it.
There had also been “incredible 
commitment from teaching and 
support staff from within the 
Academy and direct intervention 
from the Trust”. 
“The Year 11s achieved results 
that everyone should be proud 
of, and we wish them all the best 
of luck for their post 16 choices 
and rest of their lives,” he said.
A total of 60% achieved grade 
5 or above in English with 76% 
reaching grade 4+.
In Maths, 42% were grade 5+.

Other subject highlights included:
History: 33% gained a grade 7+
Sport Science: 94% gained a L2 
Pass (grade 4) and 47% gained a 
L2 Distinction (grade 7) or above.
Health and Social Care: 93% 
achieved a L2 Pass or above.
Creative iMedia: 85% achieved a 
L2 Pass or above.
A huge well done to the following 
students who exceeded all 
expectations across their full 
suite of results:
Oliver: exceeded all targets by at 
least two grades, and achieving 
the equivalent of 6 grade 9s.

Serlby Park: Effort pays off
Hard work and effort were shown by Year 11s at 
Serlby Park Academy.

Three students who exceeded 
expectations through consistent 
hard work. 

“As an Academy, we are 
particularly pleased with our 
incredible English results.
As always, I am incredibly 
thankful and proud of the efforts 
of all of our #TeamDVA students, 
staff and community.”
High achievers included:
Harrison: four 9s, two 8s and a 7
Ebony: three 9s, an 8 and two 7s
Hannah: four 9s, two 7s and a D* 
BTEC
Joe: three 9s, an 8, three 7s and 
a D2*BTEC
Harvey: three 9s, an 8, four 7s 
and a D2* BTEC

Neo: exceeded all targets by at 
least one grade, after only joining 
part way through Year 11. 
Sienna: Went above and beyond 
in all subjects to ensure she 
achieved grades 4 and above to 
access her college courses.
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Students “smashed it” at Manor Croft with 61% achieving grade 5 or 
above in Maths and English combined.

English Literature, Maths, 
Biology, History, Geography; 8s 
in Chemistry, Physics, French, 
Statistics; and 7 in Further Maths.
Olivia: 9s in English Language, 
English Literature, Biology, 
French, History, and Statistics; 
8s in Maths,  Chemistry and 
Physics; and D2 in Music.

Outstanding progress was made 
by Anthony (+3.56), Khawlah 
(+3.11) and Adetutu (+3.07).

Paul Tarn
Chief Executive Officer

All results in this edition of The Link 
were correct at the time of publication 
(22nd September).

Members of the English 
department Kate Nor-Mally, Laurie 
Middleton, Connor Varnavides and 
Alex Leonard celebrate a fantastic 
set of results.

It is packed with smiling 
faces, reflecting on successful 
outcomes at our academies.
I am pleased to welcome you 
back; there has never been a 
better time to return to Delta 
academies following the huge 
commitment from our staff and 
contractors which has resulted 
in a £15m investment in our 
buildings.
Tremendous efforts from 
students and staff went in to 
achieving this summer’s exam 
results across our primary, 
secondary, alternative provision 
and sixth forms.
It is testament to the commitment 
and talent of our staff that our 
results were above national, 
even though the percentage of 
disadvantaged children across 
the trust rose by a further 10% 
from an above national starting 
point. 
This means that 40% of 
our students come from 
disadvantaged backgrounds 

This is a very special edition of the Trust’s newsletter.
compared with about 26% 
nationally.  This group were 
most affected by the pandemic, 
making it all the more important 
that our academies support 
them.
Some of our very youngest 
pupils achieved 86% in the 
national phonics screening test 
in 2023, against a national figure 
of 75%, thanks to the dedication 
and commitment of our primary 
colleagues.  
At KS2, the percentage of pupils 
meeting the expected standard 
in reading, writing and maths was 
60% (national 59%), with 23% 
achieving at a higher standard in 
maths and 24% in reading.  
We are very proud of the 
opportunities these outcomes 
will unlock for our pupils as they 
take their next steps in education.  
More than two thirds of our GSCE 
students (67%) achieved grade 4 
or above in Maths and English, 
with 72% achieving the mark in 
Maths and 80% in English.

A total of 46% achieved 5 or 
above in both subjects, with 51% 
doing so in Maths and 68% in 
English.
We had some outstanding 
individual and academy 
performances which gave the 
whole Delta community so much 
to celebrate and be exceptionally 
proud of.  
I congratulate our successful 
students and staff teams who 
have provided inspirational 
support. I also wish to thank 
families for support of their 
children through challenging 
times.
For those young people leaving 
our academies at their end of 
their schooling, I wish them all the 
best in their future endeavours.
Now, our academic focus is on 
next year’s results and to improve 
further on the high standards we 
continue to set.
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Darton: High performers Garforth: Plenty to celebrate
Principal Joe Spencer said the 
unvalidated Progress 8 score 
was 0.38. Grade 5 or above was 
achieved by 74% in English and 
58% in Maths, with a combined 
score of 55%.
35% of students achieved a 7 
or above in English while 45% 
did likewise in Biology. 14% 
achieved a grade 9.
Joe said: “The Class of 
2023 secured an amazing set of 
exam results, with 55% of pupils 
achieving a grade 5 or higher 
in maths and English, and 75% 
achieving a grade 4 or higher. 
We continue to go from strength 
to strength.
We are very proud of the 
effort made by our pupils and 
dedicated staff. 
Thank you to the Trust’s subject 
directors who worked hard 
throughout the year, and we 
appreciate the intervention, 
knowledge and guidance that 
they offer.

We are also grateful for the 
fantastic support that we receive 
from parents and carers. 
There was so much to 
celebrate in all subjects, and it 
was great to see so many happy 
Year 11 pupils opening their 
envelopes on results day.”
Katie rounded off a tremendous 
year of success by achieving six 
grade 9s, including Maths and 
English, and three grade 8s. Her 
work rate throughout the year 
was inspiring.
Chloe showed great resilience to 
overcome adversity and make 
her family and Darton Academy 
proud.
She achieved a 5 and 6 in English 
and Maths, with a 5 in all other 
subjects.
Jaydon’s incredible efforts paid 
off, making great progress 
throughout Year 11. He picked 
up four grade 9s, three 8s and 
two 7s. He achieved a 9 and 8 in 
English and Maths.

Progress far exceeding expectations for students of similar ability nationally 
was recorded by Darton Academy, making it one of the highest-performing 
schools in Barnsley again.

In English, 77% achieved grade 
5 or above while in Maths it was 
66%.
There was much to celebrate 
across the academy.
Among other highlights, progress 
scores were high across Drama 
(+1.60), Child Development 
(+1.40),
Construction (+0.85), Hair and 
Beauty (+2.07), Chemistry 
(+0.80), and Physics +0.78.
Grade 7 or above was achieved 
by 37% of students in English, 
29% Maths, 31% History, 48% 
Biology, 69% Chemistry and 
61% Physics.
In Hair and Beauty 5+ was 
achieved by 80% and 7+ by 60%. 
In Drama, 86% scored 5+ and 
43%, 7+ while in Construction 
53% recorded 5+, 28% 7+.

Principal Anna Young was 
“incredibly proud” of Year 11.
“They have shown great 
determination and perseverance, 
not only over the past 12 months 
but also during their entire time 
at secondary school, especially 
considering the disruption 
caused by the pandemic,” she 
said.
“A special mention to our 
teachers, support staff and 
Trust colleagues who have 
demonstrated unswerving 
professionalism, dedication and 
commitment in ensuring our 
students could thrive.
I am so proud of all our Year 11 
students. Good luck on the next 
step of your learning journey.”

Highlights included:
Iona: Eight 9s, one 8, one 5
Harry: Seven 9s, three 8s
Emilie: Six 9s, two 8s, two 7s
Kate: Six 9s, three 8s, one 7
Emily: Six 9s, one 8, one 7
James: Five 9s, three 8, one 7
Olivia: Five 9s,  four 8s
Harry: Five 9s, four 8s
Ruth: Four 9s, five 8s, one 7
Holly: Four 9s, one D*, two 8s, 
one 7Year 11s have shown extraordinary resilience over the last three years to achieve outstanding results.

Proud staff congratulated students at Garforth Academy who recorded a 
combined 5+ Maths and English score of 60%.

Outstanding progress was 
made by:
Sophie: +4.55
Katie: +3.16
Esme: +3.10
Lily: +2.87
Abigail: +2.81
Evangeline: +2.52
Hannah: +2.51
Harry: +2.38
Ava: +2.39
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Ash Hill
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English and Maths 55%
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Hard work pays off with outstanding results for many at Darton.

Students overcame personal barriers to exceed their expectations.A set of outstanding results celebrated after a year of hard work and exceptional progress.

GCSE RESULTS

Ash Hill
Grade 5 or above in
English 77%
Maths 66%
Two Sciences 50%
English and Maths 60%

GCSE RESULTS

Garforth

The Academy’s incredibly proud of its successful students.

Mrs Curran, Year 11 Learning Manager, is proud 
of her boys!

The determination students have displayed has been inspiring
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Goole: Highest-ever outcomes

De Warenne: Best progress in history

Grade 5+ was achieved by 
87.4% in English and 59.8% in 
Maths, with a combined figure of 
57.3%.
Principal Ray Parkinson said: 
“We are incredibly proud of our 
students’ outcomes and the hard 
work that went into achieving 
them.
We would like to thank the staff, 
parents, SAB, directors and Trust 
colleagues who continue to go 
above and beyond on a daily 
basis for our young people.”
Among the many fantastic 
performances, he highlighted 
Ava for the best progress in 
school, achieving well above 
target grades in all subjects.
Mina and Elizabeth had 
outstanding attainment, 
achieving nine grades at 7 to 9.

Grade 5 and above in Maths was 
achieved by 42% while, in English, 
that number was 59%. It meant the 
combined figure was 38%.
Principal John Hall said other 
highlights were 61% scoring grade 
five and above in History and 62% 
doing so in French.
He said: “I’m once again 
overwhelmed with pride at how far 
these pupils have come through 
difficult times.  
Their resilience and effort, along 
with the amazing staff at De 
Warenne, have contributed to 
our 2023 cohort making the best 
progress ever in the history of the 
Academy.  
Some of our pupils have now gone 
on to study Law, Criminology, 
Medical Science and Ancient 
history and from everyone at De 

Associate Principal Kirsty Holt 
said grade 5 or above was 
achieved by 74.1% in English 
and 53.3% in Maths, with a 
combined result of 53.3%.
Students had performed across 
the board resulting in the 
Academy’s best outcomes ever, 
she said.
“The 2023 cohort are the first 
ones to have the support of Delta 
Academies Trust for the whole 
of their secondary experience,” 
Kirsty said.
“There were countless individual 
successes on the day, and we 
are very proud of all of them. The 
results achieved will undoubtedly 
secure their future destinations. 

Grade 5+ was achieved by 57% 
in English and 37% in Maths, 
making a combined score of 
34%.
Other subjects recorded strong 
results. All Spanish students 
achieved grade 4 or above while 
there was some impressive 
progress scores in Performing 
Arts (+1.09), Sport (+0.5), Travel 
and Tourism (+0.67) and Physics 
(+0.59).
Principal Graeme Levitt said: 
“A continuous and relentless 
approach by our staff throughout 
the academic year, meant that 
on results day our students left 
smiling and happy but more 
importantly they were able to go 

Best-ever GCSE outcomes were recorded at Goole Academy.

More students than ever are 
leaving us with the grades they 
need for their next steps.  
The outcomes are a culmination 
of the support provided in the 
Academy by strong teaching 
and our pastoral team, alongside 
the level of support provided by 
parents/carers and the students’ 
hard work over the last five 
years.”  

Students left smiling and happy from Melior Community Academy having 
secured their next steps in education, employment or training.

onto their next steps in education, 
employment or training. 
Our teaching staff went above 
and beyond in trying to secure 
outcomes for the young people 
at Melior by providing bespoke 
intervention sessions, guidance 
and support, revision and finally a 
second-to-none pastoral support 
network. 
The percentage of students 
gaining grade 4 combined 
English and Maths increased 
by 4% and grade 5 was in line 
with those achieved by the 2019 
cohort despite the significant 
amount of lost learning due to the 
pandemic.”

Students and staff celebrated “fantastic” results at Ingleby Manor Free 
School and Sixth Form.

Ingleby Manor: Proud staff

Melior: Happy students

GCSE RESULTS
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Excellent progress was achieved by students at De Warenne Academy.

Warenne, we would like to wish 
them every success in the future.”
Individual highlights included 
Richard’s 9s in Triple Science, 
Maths and Computer Science; 
Charlotte’s 9s in Combined 
Science; Libby, Jessica and 
Matilda’s 9s in English Language; 
and Millie and Holly achieving 
likewise in English Literature.

GCSE RESULTS

Ash Hill
Grade 5 or above in
English 87%
Maths 60%
Two Sciences 52%
English and Maths 57%

GCSE RESULTS

Ingleby Manor

GCSE RESULTS

Ash Hill
Grade 5 or above in
English 57%
Maths 37%
Two Sciences 34%
English and Maths 34%

GCSE RESULTS

Melior

Individual highlights included:
Isobel: Overall progress score 
+1.91 with grade 9s in English 
language and literature.
Piotr: Progress +2.27
Aaron: Progress +1.89 with grade 
8s in Maths and English and a 
grade 9 in GCSE History. 
Markas and Brody: 9s in English 
and Mathematics. 
Esmee: 9s in English Language 
and Literature. 
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The Vale: Amazing reaction Ash Hill: Great times
Half recorded 5+ in English and 
Maths combined. English saw 
80% hit that mark while in Maths 
it was 52%.
Other highlights included 39% 
achieving 7+ in Fine Art.
Principal Dr Sarah Stokes said: 
“It was amazing to see the 
fantastic reaction on the faces of 
students when they opened their 
GCSE results. 
There were tears of joy, relief and 
sheer delight!
Our students and staff had 
worked tirelessly to ensure that 
everyone was well prepared 
for their examinations and 
assessments and it was fantastic 
to see them reap the rewards and 
recognition of their hard work 
and effort. 
Achieving results like these is 
a huge team effort and I would 
like to thank our teachers, 
directors and support staff who 
ensured every student was 
given the support, interventions 
and guidance they needed 
throughout their time at The Vale 
Academy #TeamTVA.”

Grade 5 or above was achieved 
by 49% in Maths and 50% in 
English, with a combined figure 
of 38%.
Hospitality and Catering gained 
top results and achieved a 
progress score of +0.98.
Principal Mathew Hicks said: “We 
celebrated with our best results 
day ever at Ash Hill Academy 
where pupils, staff and parents 
all came together to celebrate 
everyone’s hard work. 
This is as a result of the 
determination and resilience 
shown by our pupils and could 
not have happened without the 
commitment and expertise of our 
dedicated staff and the support 
shown by parents and carers.”

There had been some “amazing” 
stand-out students: 
Milosz: Six grade 9s, two D*s and 
a grade 8
Ellie: Three grade 9s, three grade 
8s and a D*
Warren: Two grade 9s, four grade 
8s and a D*
Another set of students showed 
what hard work and dedication 
can achieve, with higher than 
their targets grades in all subject 
areas. 
These were Molly, Poppy-Sue, 
Miles, Celine, Katie and Amelia. 
A massive ‘well done’ to these 
pupils.

Tears of joy, relief and sheer delight were shed by students at The Vale 
Academy on opening their GCSE results.

They had some “fantastic results” 
but Sarah wanted to highlight 
some.
Jasmine achieved an amazing 
eight grade 9s in English 
Language, English Literature, 
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics, Computer Science 

Celebrations took place at Ash Hill Academy to 
celebrate its best results day ever.

Head of Maths Matthew Wilkinson with 
a student who achieved a well-earned 7.
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and Music. She also achieved a 
grade 8 in French (just one mark 
away from a grade 9!). 
Annabelle recorded six grade 
9s in English Language, English 
Literature, Combined Science, 
Geography and Fine Art. She also 
achieved a grade 8 in Computer 
Science and 8s in French and 
Mathematics.
Theo achieved three grade 9s in 
Mathematics, DT and Geography 
and an 8 7 in Combined Science.
Most progress in the year was 
achieved by Grace (+4.50),  Zante 
(+3.47) and Max (+3.07).
Macie-Ela was the top GCSE 
History performer across the 
whole of the Trust. She achieved 
a grade 9 and only dropped two 
marks. 
Sarah said: “I am so proud to see 
that their consistent hard work 
and dedication paid off. Well 
done and huge congratulations.”

Jack and Aaron
Keiran and Ruby Macey Jasmine 

Grace 

Macie-Ela 

Nicholas 

Max 

Theo 

Emily 
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Ash Hill

Ella, celebrating achieving 5 and above 
in all her subject areas.

Ellie celebrates Grade 9 in history with proud 
teacher Laura Annis.

Andy Moffet celebrates a student’s 
amazing combined science result.

Leejay and Tiegan who worked extremely hard 
to achieve 4s in Maths.

Vice Principal Emily Quinn and Hollie in her class, celebrating a tremendous 
effort to achieve a grade 4 in maths.

Best of friends Miles and Zara happy 
with the results of their hard work.
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More GCSE results from our academies

Principal Dr Sarah Stokes said: 
“We were really pleased to see 
all our Post 16 students achieve 
a positive destination of their 
choice. 
Most of the students are making 
their way to universities across 
the country and some have 
accepted apprenticeships or 
offers of employment.
I would like to thank our dedicated 
Sixth Form team for supporting 
our students throughout their 
Post 16 experience and ensuring 
they all had a positive destination. 

A special thank you to Colleen 
Zietsman, Andy Williams and our 
sixth form tutors Emma Taylor 
and Damian Burrin.”
James achieved three grade As in 
Computer Science, Mathematics 
and Physics and a D* in ICT. 
He is going to study Computer 
Science with cyber security at 
The University of York.
Jonathan secured two grade 
As in Computer Science 
and Chemistry and an A* in 
Mathematics. He is also going to 
The University of York to study 
Mathematics.

All gained at least one 
qualification while 63% gained 
five or more.
Grade 1+ in GCSE English and 
Maths combined was recorded 
by 58%, with students achieving 
grades 4+ and 5+ in English 
and maths combined, sitting 
above the national average for 
alternative provision.
In GCSE Biology, there was a 
100% pass rate.
Principal Dirk Pittard said: “I am 
incredibly proud of the results our 
students have achieved this year, 
along with the positive journey 
they have been on since joining 
St Wilfrid’s Academy. 
Alongside their academic 
success, almost half the cohort 
gained their Duke of Edinburgh 
Bronze Awards, and a raft of 
vocational qualifications, which 
will support them hugely into 
positive destinations post-16. 
We wish all our leavers every 
success for the future.  
I’d like to take this opportunity to 
highlight the work of all the team 
at SWA, including our Taskforce 
multi-agency colleagues, who 
supported the students to realise 
their potential.”
Alyssa achieved a fantastic eight 
GCSEs, all at grade 4 and above. 
Among her qualifications were a 
grade 9 in English, 6 in art, and 
grade 5s in triple sciences. She 
is moving on to study A-levels at 
college.

All students achieved at least 
one or more qualifications 
while 83% gained five or more. 
Ten students achieved 10 or 
more qualifications.
The average number of 
qualifications students were 
entered for increased this year 
to 8.4.  
57% achieved GCSE English 
and Maths at grade 1 or above.
Head of Academy Ed Staton 
said. “The results our students 
have obtained this year are 
testament to their hard work 
and resilience. 
Our students have had 
to overcome significant 
challenges over the last few 
years, so for many of them 
to leave with 10 or more 
qualifications along with 
ongoing destinations, is a truly 
inspiring achievement. 
This hard work and resilience 
is mirrored by the exceptional 
team we have here at The 
Elland Academy and their 
ongoing commitment to 
changing lives.”
One of the standout students 
this year was Libby from 
Garforth who achieved a 4 in 
English Language and English 
Literature and recorded an 
impressive 13 qualifications 
overall. 

St Wilfrid’s: Positive journeys
Literacy and numeracy qualifications were achieved by 95% of Year 11 students at 
St Wilfrid’s Academy.

A total of 94% at 
The Elland Academy 
achieved a literacy and 
numeracy qualification. 
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The Laurel

There was a 100% pass rate in 
A-levels, with 26% of grades at 
A or A*.
Every entrant also passed their 
vocational qualifications, with 
the 29.45 average point score up 
from a pre pandemic (2019) level 
of 26.12.
Principal Anna Young said there 
had been a huge number of 
success stories. 
While she did not like to highlight 
individuals, some were worthy 
of special recognition, either 
because their results were 
exceptionally high or they 
exceeded expectations:
Megan: A*, A*, A*, Durham to 
study Politics
Sarah and Alice: A*, A*, A, both 
Newcastle, Medicine
Erin: A*, A*, A*, A, Cambridge, 
English
Libby: Sheffield Hallam, 
Midwifery
Zoe:  York, Criminology
Grace: Durham, Law 
Jamie: Liverpool, Chemistry
Melissa: Newcastle, Law

Apprenticeship-wise, Ben and 
Josh are doing degree level 
apprenticeships at Jacob’s 
studying civil and bridge 
engineering respectively; 
Joe, Police Constable Degree 
Apprenticeship with West 
Yorkshire Police; and Oli 
(Electrotechnical) and Jack 
(HR) both studying level 3 
apprenticeships. 
A number of students chose 
the employment route with Ben 
joining the Royal Engineers as 
an Engineering Technician and 
two Olivias going into Nursery 
nursing.
Anna said: “Our Level 3 results 
this year are outstanding and a 
testament to the hard work and 

efforts of all the students and 
staff. 
The national picture looks like 
grades have returned to 2019 
levels but we have seen a rise in 
our results from 2019 and we are 
delighted with the performance 
of all our students. 
Whilst we have highlighted a 
number of students, we are proud 
of every single one of them. 
This cohort has been hugely 
impacted by the pandemic 
but our class of 2023 have 
shown massive resilience and a 
determination to succeed which 
means that they are all very well 
prepared for the next stage of 
their lives.”

Delighted staff celebrated some outstanding 
performances in the Sixth Form at Garforth 
Academy.

The Vale: Students 
achieve goals
A total of 70% of A-level grades at The Vale Academy 
were A* to C while 18% were A or A*. Vocational 
results averaged D*.

Head boy Will has accepted a 
place at The University of York to 
study Engineering.
Eleanor is going to The University 
of Plymouth to study Marine 
Biology.

Garforth: 100% pass rate and 26% of grades at A*/A 

The Elland: 
Top effort

Megan was extremely pleased with her richly 
deserved three A*s.

The boys, some going into an apprenticeship and the rest heading to Newcastle for Sports and Psychology courses.

 The girls were delighted all their hard work 
had paid off.

Alyssa and mum on opening her fantastic GCSE results.
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A total of 86% did so in reading 
and writing, with greater depth 
scores of 35% and 13% 
respectively. In Maths, 90% hit 
the target (31% GDS).
Head of Academy Teresa Rouse 
said: “I am so proud of our pupils 
for their amazing SATs results this 
year. 
This is down to their relentless 
hard work and the amazing 
teaching and support they have 
received from Amy Littlewood, 
Becci Wells and Daniel Brown.
Pupils have attended breakfast 
clubs, booster sessions and 
accessed Third Space Learning 
all in an effort to achieve the very 
best results we could possibly 
achieve.
I genuinely believe we have a 
wonderful team at Wybers and 
as a result, we get the best out of 
our pupils. 
Academia aside, and just a few 
short weeks after their SATs, the 
Year 6s put on the most incredible 
production of Grease Junior. 

All the children reached the 
standard in reading while 93% 
did so in writing and Maths.
Principal Helen Acton said: “I 
am so proud of the hard work 
of children and staff at Hatfield 
Woodhouse Primary School in 
getting such fantastic results. 
At 90% age related in reading, 
writing and maths, they are 
our highest ever results since I 
became head in 2009.
The results are testament to Trust 
strategies and curriculum being 
fully embedded and embraced 
here.”
Class teacher Rebecca Winks 
added: ‘I am particularly 
impressed with their reading 
results. 
We knew they were a class who 
loved to read but to get 100% 
reaching age-related standards 
and 51% at greater depth is just 
amazing.”
Even a naughty crow did not 
deter the children from achieving 
their results.

Helen said: “It kept throwing itself 
against the window throughout 
the tests - despite our best 
efforts of putting a large teddy-
bear on the roof as a scarecrow! 
Perhaps he brought good luck.”

All of the children achieved the 
level in writing while 90% did so 
in reading and Maths.
Principal  Sharon Hatton 
said: “The Year 6 at Worlaby 
demonstrated an exceptional 
attitude towards their learning 
throughout the year. 
I have been amazed at the effort 
to improve by the whole cohort, 
who really did give 100% effort, 
100% of the time.
They also impressed with their 
willingness to face challenges, 
showing the true value of 
resilience. 
As well as the support from class 
teacher Jemma Reeder and class 
Teaching Assistant Karen Grey, 
they were also supported by Paul 
Tarrant from Willows Academy.”

Expected standard in reading 86%
Writing 84%
Maths 90%
Combined  75%

SATs RESULTS

Wybers Wood

Expected standard in reading 100%
Writing 93%
Maths 93%
Combined  90%

SATs RESULTS

Hatfield Woodhouse

Worlaby: Children impress

Highest-ever results were recorded at Hatfield Woodhouse Primary School with 90% achieving expected 
levels in reading, writing and Maths.

Hatfield: Results to crow about!

Exceptional attitude at Worlaby Academy was reflected in 80% meeting expected 
standards in reading, writing and Maths.

Wybers Wood: Amazing achievement
Relentless hard work saw 75% of Year 6 at Wybers Wood Academy achieve 
expected standards in reading, writing and Maths combined.

Head of Academy Chris 
Parkinson said: “I am so 
proud of the fantastic results 
our Year 6s achieved this 
year. 
They were a wonderful cohort 
who showed commitment 
and resilience throughout the 
challenge of the SATs tests 
– even in the face of a tricky 
reading paper.
Throughout the year the 
children worked tirelessly 
towards their individual 
goals and showed all of the 
aspects we associate with 
our ASPIRE ethos. 

The staff who supported them 
were all equally incredible and are 
a credit to our school. 
The dedication that they showed 
to the pupils was simply second 
to none.”

Expected standard in reading 87%
Writing 80%
Maths 97%
Combined  77%

SATs RESULTS

Willow Green

Fantastic results were achieved at Willow Green 
Academy, with 77% achieving expected standards 
in reading, writing and Maths.

Willow Green: Proud Head

Excelling not only in their 
academic achievements in 
school but also with their wider 
opportunities and enrichment 
activities, Wybers Wood really is 
the place to be!”

Grease is the word! The cast of Grease Junior 2023.

Year 6 Pupils from Willow Green.

Expected standard in reading 90%
Writing 100%
Maths 90%
Combined  80%

SATs RESULTS

Worlaby

Even the local wildlife wanted to join our children 
taking the SATS tests this year! 

A class of bookworms all reading the Year 6 novel ‘Floodlands’.

Year 6 Flamingo Class at Hatfield Woodhouse Primary celebrating the academy’s highest ever results.
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The expected standard in 
reading, writing and Maths was 
reached by 75% of pupils.
Rob Harvey said: “Our year 
6 team worked tirelessly this 
year – facing a huge number of 
challenges along the way.
Their dedication to the children 
has been immense so I am 
incredibly proud of what they 

There are 29 different languages 
spoken at the school and many 
new children start during the 
school year at all ages. Expected 
combined standards were met by 
45%.
Head of Academy Rachael Binns 
said: “We are so proud of the 
progress that has been made.
Even if children have not reached 
the scaled score of 100 they can 
transition to high school with the 
skills and knowledge they need 
to succeed. 
A huge thank you and well 
done to the Year 6 staff, Sadia 
Qayyum, Nargis Raj, Sandra 
Jaques and Sukhvinder Dhillon, 
who work tirelessly in challenging 
circumstances to support 
children in their learning journey 
in Year 6.”

The expected standard in 
reading, writing and Maths was 
reached by 59%.
Head of Academy Mike McGrath 
said: “We are incredibly proud of 
our results and the progress that 
the children have made in their 
Year 6 journey. 
We are especially pleased that 
39% of our children scored 
greater depth in Maths. 
I want to pass on my thanks to 
the teachers, support staff and 
wider Year 6 team, along with all 
the staff who have worked hard 
with these children over the past 
seven to eight years.”

Expected standard in reading 52%
Writing 82%
Maths 59%
Combined  45%

SATs RESULTS

Southmere

Expected standard in reading 67%
Writing 74%
Maths 70%
Combined  59%

SATs RESULTS

The Parks

Mrs Gudgin with the Year 6 class. Smiles were optional!

Tireless work from the Year 
6 team at Crookesbroom 

Primary Academy that saw 
children achieve terrific 

results was praised by its 
Head of Academy.

A greater depth score 
of 39% in Maths was 
achieved by Year 6 
pupils at The Parks 
Academy.

Children made brilliant progress from some very low starting points at 
Southmere Primary Academy.

Southmere’s Year 6 end-of-year music performance. 

Southmere: Brilliant progress

enabled our children to achieve.
The success really is a team 
effort; the staff in Year 6 have 
been supported by the rest of 
the Crookesbroom team, our 
community and our brilliant 
colleagues from across Delta 
Academies Trust.
This year’s results show what 
can be achieved with the right 

support and good, old-fashioned 
hard work.
I really feel that our year 6 cohort 
has set itself a perfect platform 
on which to build an even more 
successful time at secondary 
school.
Well done, everyone.”

Crookesbroom: Dedicated teamExpected standard in reading 86%
Writing 86%
Maths 82%
Combined  75%

SATs RESULTS

Crookesbroom

Head of Academy Tom Bower 
said they were proud of the 
pupils.
“Our children have worked 
tirelessly, applying themselves 
with courage, dedication and 
commitment every day,” he said.

Expected standard in reading 72%
Writing 66%
Maths 59%
Combined  56%

SATs RESULTS

Goldthorpe

Expected standard in reading 73%
Writing 83%
Maths 73%
Combined  60%

SATs RESULTS

Greengates

Goldthorpe: Jump in results
Huge improvements on last year were made by Year 
6 at Goldthorpe Primary Academy.

“Because of this, we have seen 
huge improvements in our 
results from last year.
Our reading results have 
improved by 20% along with 
our combined measure, which 
has grown by 22%. 
To achieve this, our staff have 
ensured a culture of a love of 
learning and self-motivation 
has been developed, not only 
leading to such excellent 
progress in our Key Stage 2 
results, but making certain that 
our pupils leave Goldthorpe 
with confidence and aspirations 
for their future.”

Greengates: Team spirit

Seetle Kaur said: “It wasn’t the 
easiest of years as the cohort 
had three different teachers.
But the team spirit and 
relentless effort from our staff 
ensured that the children had a 
fantastic year and achieved the 
best that they could.
We are very proud of Karl 
Slater who is new to Year 6. He 
nailed writing moderation with 
the feedback given: ‘The best 
writing ever seen!’ 
Tracey Allan and Andrew 
Alston worked extremely hard 
in booster lessons and to 
support the Year 6 pupils all-
year-round.

Head of Academy at 
Greengates Primary was 
delighted with its results.

Left to right  Andrew Alston, Tracey Allan and Karl Slater

Thank you also to the Trust for 
its support. The Directors of 
Learning have all been fantastic.”
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Teachers and support 
staff had gone above and 
beyond to support and 
guide pupils across the 
curriculum at Kingston 
Park.
Head of Academy Kerrie Longley 
said: “I am extremely proud of 
the hard work and dedication of 
our children and staff.
Year 6 worked tirelessly and their 
commitment to their learning was 
incredible. 
We are also grateful to the 
parents and families for their 
support over their time with us at 
primary school.”

Progress made by pupils 
at Lower Fields Primary 
Academy was “amazing”.
Principal Rebecca Stansfield 
said: “We are all so proud of our 
Year 6 children and what they 
achieved in their SATs. 
The progress they made was 
amazing. 
Thanks also go to all the staff 
involved in ensuring every child 
reached their full potential. It was 
a real team effort.”

A total of 76% of pupils 
met the expected 
standard in writing 
at Ryecroft Primary 
Academy.

Head of Academy Elaine Jupp 
said: “We are extremely proud 
of our Year 6 children.  Their 
SATs results reflect just how 
hard they have studied over 
the course of the year. 
The trip to Yorkshire Wildlife 
Park aided their science 
work about evolution and 
inheritance where they 
excelled in the classroom 
activities, sharing their 
knowledge about how and 
why animals have had to 
adapt to their habitat over 
thousands of years.  
We finished the academic year 
with three performances of 
Peter Pan. Year 6 worked hard 
to perfect their acting and 
singing skills and the result 
was fantastic.”

Kingston Park: Above and beyond

Ryecroft: Writing progress

Lower Fields: Proud of pupils

Head of Academy Helen 
Wrightson said: “We are really 
proud of the effort and progress 
that the children made in writing. 
We now have some children 
who are published authors and 
poets, a great achievement.”

Mersey: High 
achievers

A “great” set of results 
were celebrated at 
Mersey Primary Academy.
A total of 93.1% hit the expected 
levels in Maths, with 41.4% 
achieving greater. In writing, the 
results were 82.8% (20.7%) and 
in reading 72.4% (31%).
Head of Academy Leigh Gordon 
said: “We celebrated a great set 
of results, especially in Maths.”

Efforts of pupils and staff 
at Norbridge Primary 
Academy were praised.
Associate Head of Academy 
Rebecca Jackson said: “We are 
very pleased with the efforts of 
our pupils during their SATs this 
year.
We appreciate the efforts of all 
staff in helping the children to 
prepare for the tests. 
The challenges that children have 
faced post-pandemic have been 
unprecedented. 
We were inspired by the 
determination and resilience 
shown by everyone to do their 
very best and overcome this very 
challenging period. Well done, 
Year 6.”

Norbridge: 
Inspired by 
determination

Willoughby: Visits reward 
Year 6 efforts

Days out at Scunthorpe United Football Club and Yorkshire Wildlife 
Park were rewards for Year 6 pupils at Willoughby Road Primary 
Academy after their SATs.

Year 6 enjoying a day 
out at Scunthorpe 
United.

Expected standard in reading 72%
Writing 83%
Maths 93%
Combined  66%

SATs RESULTS

Mersey

Expected standard in reading 70%
Writing 76%
Maths 79%
Combined  67%

SATs RESULTS

Norbridge

Expected standard in reading 66%
Writing 66%
Maths 61%
Combined  59%

SATs RESULTS

Willoughby Road

Expected standard in reading 69%
Writing 73%
Maths 81%
Combined  62%

SATs RESULTS

Kingston Park

Expected standard in reading 50%
Writing 60%
Maths 40%
Combined  30%

SATs RESULTS

Lower Fields

Expected standard in reading 52%
Writing 76%
Maths 64%
Combined  45%

SATs RESULTS

Ryecroft

Year 6 with staff Shane Lavery, Anna Isles and Helen Pawson.

Year 6’s day at Yorkshire Wildlife Park.

Captain Hook and his pirate crew. 
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Head of Primary Academy  Louise 
Ridge said: “They approached 
their SATs with great maturity, 
and we are incredibly proud of all 
that they achieved. 
Our Year 6 team worked tirelessly 
to support our pupils and we 
would like to give thanks to all 
members of the Trust, including 
the Directors of Learning and 
Executive Principals who helped 
us along the way.”

Head of Academy Jonny 
Townend said: “We are really 
proud to be able to send the vast 
majority of students to secondary 
school with the tools and skills 
they need to succeed. 
Although some marginally 
missed out on their Year 6 SATs 
result all made good progress. 
A lot of the cohort have joined 
in Key Stage 2 from non-English 
speaking countries, so the 
fact that we have been able to 

The combined results do not 
show the total achievements 
of the individuals and the 
effort they demonstrated in 
challenging subject areas. 
Principal Sharon Hatton said: 
“They listened to advice from 
the staff across the year and 
gave their best efforts on the 
day. 
“Huge thanks to Mrs Patterson 
and Ms Spencer for their work 
across the year and Ms Carlin 
who supported the children in 
the lead up to their SATs.”

From booster clubs and 
additional hard work at home, 
the pupils demonstrated great 
commitment to achieve a 
combined reading, writing and 
Maths score of 53.3%. 
Head of Academy Louise 
Taylor said: “We were even 
more delighted to achieve such 
successful writing results which 
were validated by an external 
KS2 STA writing moderation. 
“The pupils’ projected progress 
measures celebrate just how 
determined this cohort were and 

Head of Academy Sarah Cox said 
attendance at the events was 
“incredibly high” and reflected 
in 64% achieving expected 
standards in reading, writing and 
Maths.
“We are incredibly proud of all the 
hard work of the full staff team,” 
she said. 
“The results are a credit to 
the Willows team, including 
lunchtime supervisors and office 
staff.”
The children were rewarded with 
a trip to Yorkshire Wildlife Park.

Breakfast clubs, after-school clubs, and lunchtime interventions were offered to Year 6 at 
Willows Academy for the first time.

Expected standard in reading 63%
Writing 83%
Maths 63%
Combined  53%

SATs RESULTS

Park View

Expected standard in reading 64%
Writing 72%
Maths 62%
Combined  50%

SATs RESULTS

Serlby Park

Expected standard in reading 32%
Writing 55%
Maths 59%
Combined  23%

SATs RESULTS

Strand

Expected standard in reading 42%
Writing 58%
Maths 55%
Combined  35%

SATs RESULTS

Whetley

Expected standard in reading 68%
Writing 80%
Maths 80%
Combined  64%

SATs RESULTS

Willows

Expected standard in reading 62%
Writing 76%
Maths 71%
Combined  52%

SATs RESULTS

Highfields
Expected standard in reading 78%
Writing 74%
Maths 82%
Combined  66%

SATs RESULTS

Macaulay

Expected standard in reading 75%
Writing 83%
Maths 83%
Combined  72%

SATs RESULTS

Montagu
Expected standard in reading 68%
Writing 83%
Maths 61%
Combined  48%

SATs RESULTS

Morley Place
Expected standard in reading 72%
Writing 86%
Maths 83%
Combined  67%

SATs RESULTS

Pheasant Bank
Expected standard in reading 79%
Writing 81%
Maths 85%
Combined  77%

SATs RESULTS

Simpsons Lane

Expected standard in reading 83%
Writing 87%
Maths 77%
Combined  77%

SATs RESULTS

The Vale
Expected standard in reading 68%
Writing 71%
Maths 74%
Combined  58%

SATs RESULTS

Weelsby

Expected standard in reading 85%
Writing 81%
Maths 85%
Combined  69%

SATs RESULTS

Craven
Expected standard in reading 98%
Writing 100%
Maths 91%
Combined  91%

SATs RESULTS

East Garforth
Expected standard in reading 31%
Writing 76%
Maths 79%
Combined  31%

SATs RESULTS

England Lane

Expected standard in reading 88%
Writing 88%
Maths 93%
Combined  85%

SATs RESULTS

Estcourt
Expected standard in reading 85%
Writing 75%
Maths 77%
Combined  67%

SATs RESULTS

Green LaneStrand: Pupils’ best efforts Park View: Boosted results

the results are an increase from 
the previous year. 
“I am incredibly proud of the 
pupils and every member of staff 
who has played a part in the 
pupils’ Year 6 journey.”

Changes at Park View and with pupils during the last 
academic year did not dampen the determination and 
hard work of Year 6. 

Year 6 at Strand Academy worked incredibly hard 
across the year. 

Great determination and 
resilience were shown by 
Year 6 pupils at Serlby 
Park Academy over the 
last year.

Serlby Park: Maturity beyond their years  

teach them a language as well 
as set them up for a successful 
secondary school journey is 
something we are immensely 
proud of.”

Good progress was made by all pupils at Whetley Academy.

Year 6 pupils from Serlby Park Academy.

Class teacher Paul Tarrant with the Year 6 children at Yorkshire Wildlife Park.

More SATs results from our primary academies
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The nearby sixth form unit for 
16-to 18-year-olds with autism 
endeavours to give students 
life experiences that will enable 
them to source employment after 
further education.
Principal Louise Chappell said 
the trigger for the project was a 
chance meeting in B&Q!
“Louise Winwood was in the 
queue buying items for the 

Head of Design and Technology 
Gemma Postings said the first 
exhibition explores the role the 
1960s had on the evolution of 
everyday products. 
“The youth culture of the 
swinging sixties combined 
with an explosion of new 
materials (mainly plastics) led 
to innovations in fashion and 
product design,” she said. 
“The displays look at wages 
and what people had to spend 
their money on and shows the 
development of the transistor 
radio, telephone and camera 
through to today’s smart phone.
It looks at the Mods of the period 
who many would argue were 
the start of teenagers being 
recognised as a target market for 
products. 

Central to the exhibition is a girl in a Mary Quant-
influenced outfit and a boy in a suit and a parka, both 
typical of the mid 1960s together with a Lambretta 
scooter.”

An in-house museum has been created to aid students’ learning at 
Hanson Academy in Bradford. 

forest school and got talking to 
Mike Peebles, Chief Commercial 
Officer of Harrison College,” 
she said.  “This started the 
organisation of this great project.”
One week was all it took for the 
forest school to be planned, 
designed, and built by the 
students at the college.
“Our work with Harrison College 
has absolutely transformed our 
forest school provision,” said 
Louise Chappell.
“This has allowed us to extend 
its use from just an after-school 
club used by a few children to 
an intrinsic part of our school 

Grange Lane: Forest feat

Forest school provision 
has been transformed 
at Grange Lane Infant 

Academy after a 
collaboration with 
Harrison College.

provision used by the whole 
school community. 
During the week, the conduct, 
enthusiasm and interaction of 
everyone was exemplary and 
our pupils loved working with 
them which was evident in the 
celebratory ribbon cutting event. 
Thank you from everyone at 
Grange Lane. We look forward 
to working with Harrison College 
during the next academic 
year and building this great 
relationship between our 
communities.”

Hanson: Museum boosts learning 

Alongside the products on 
display there are boxes of similar 
items to use in the classroom.  
Gemma said Trust academies 
are invited to make use of the 
resources.
“Initially, it is anticipated that 
schools may wish to bring groups 
of students to visit the museum 
to undertake particular product 
analysis activities.
Longer term it is hoped to be 
able to offer a loan service 
and Hanson staff would be 
particularly interested to hear 
from teachers who would like to 
develop teaching materials to 
make full use of the artefacts.
The exhibitions will change on 
a regular basis and should be 
able to support learning in other 
subjects such as RE, History, Art 
& Design etc.” 
Bradford has been awarded 
the City of Culture for 2025 and 
the museum hopes to be able 
to involve students and their 
families in celebrating its diverse 
cultural heritage. 
Any Trust academy who would 
like to make use of these 
resources should contact 
Gemma on postingsg@hanson.
org.uk 

Forest school before.

Forest school after.

Ribbon Cutting of the opening to our new and improved forest school!

Signposting will inspire pupils.

Getting to work on the project.

Harrison College students and staff who worked on the project.

The new mud kitchen in the garden.

mailto:postingsg@hanson.org.uk
mailto:postingsg@hanson.org.uk
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Students in these year groups 
across all 18 secondary 
academies were invited to write 
poems for the annual Trust-wide 
poetry competition.
It gives the students a sense of 
achievement and allows them to 
experience the pleasure of being 
a poet. 
The event was an opportunity for 
the winning students and staff to 
celebrate their great work. 
It really was a celebration of the 
written word! 
Six winners from each academy 
across the Trust eagerly travelled 
to The Education Exchange, 
unaware of who the winning 
poets were. 

The atmosphere was palpable as 
130 children waited to see if they 
were the overall winners. 
One of the Trust’s acclaimed 
Reading Routes authors, 
Darren Simpson, who wrote 
great teenage fiction including 
Furthermoor and Scavengers 
was a guest.
Darren was joined by Rob 
Bradley, world champion word 

Poetry took centre stage in the Trust’s 
second annual English celebration 

event for Years 7 and 8.

poet and free style rapper. 
They were astonished by the 
confidence with which the 
students took to the stage and 
performed.
Each child eagerly adorned their 
medals and thoroughly enjoyed 
the magic of the day, and their 
impeccable behaviour was 
something for every academy to 
be proud of. 

Event celebrates written word
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At the end of the day the overall 
winners were revealed.
The Year 7 winner was Zach 
from The Laurel Academy with 
his beautiful poem entitled ‘The 
Appearance of the Flower’, and 
triumphing in Year 8 was Alex,  
from Hull Trinity House Academy, 
with his thoughtful poem about 
his dyslexia  experiences. 
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Mersey: Festival inspires children

The 30 Year 5s were invited to 
spend time at health, hygiene 
and nutrition business Reckitt.
They took part in challenges 
and workshops at the firm’s 
£105-million Science and 
Innovation Centre. 
The event aimed to showcase 
careers in science, technology 
and engineering and nurture 
young people’s enthusiasm, 
inspiring them to become the 
scientists and industry leaders of 
the future. 
Speaking to the pupils, Dr 
Angela Naef, chief research and 
development officer at Reckitt, 
said she was inspired to become 
a scientist as a youngster 
when her parents bought her a 
microscope for Christmas.

She said: “I’m so grateful I’ve 
been able to make science a job. 
My curiosity and interest started 
when I was your age. Believe in 
what you find interesting today.
You can take it into the future and 
do whatever you want to with it. 
It’s in your hands.”
Mersey Primary Academy, the 
school closest to Reckitt’s Hull 
Campus, is part of Garden Village 
which was built by Sir James 
Reckitt and opened in 1908.
In partnership with Hull and East 
Yorkshire Children’s University 
(HEYCU), the pupils took part 
in hands-on science workshops 
and met Reckitt scientists.
They were also challenged to 
develop a new product or change 
an element of an existing Reckitt 
product. 
The winning duo, Violet and 
Amelia, both 10, chosen by the 
Reckitt senior global leaders 
and product experts, designed 
a “magic medicine lolly” to 
encourage children who don’t 
like taking medicine to do so.

The school will also benefit 
from £3,000 from The Sir James 
Reckitt Charity to create a 
science club and support other 
activities. 
Rose James, HEYCU’s chief 
executive officer, said: “Coming 
to Reckitt is an incredible 
opportunity for these children.
“As soon as they walked onto 
the site they were blown away 
by the size of it and asked lots of 
questions. 
“They may never have thought 
about a career in science and 
experiences like this can change 
their whole future. It’s about 
igniting dreams and putting fire in 
their bellies.”

NB: Images courtesy of Hull News & 
Pictures. This is an edited version of a story 
published by the Hull Daily Mail.

Pupils at Mersey Primary Academy were given a special insight into a world-
leading Hull business in its first Festival of Science.

mailto:info@deltatrust.org.uk
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